Swimming

INSEP’s National Training Centre (CNE) currently focuses on five disciplines in swimming – race swimming in the pool, open water swimming, artistic swimming, diving and water polo. The group of pool racers is made up of young swimmers with considerable potential and is headed by one of the coaches from the French national team, Michel Chrétien. The water polo training group is exclusively female and made up of athletes aged 13 to 27 to prepare the generation for both Tokyo 2020 and Paris 2024.

HEADCOUNT (RESIDENT SPORT)

55 ATHLETES

› 11 pool + open water
› 16 artistic swimming
› 11 diving
› 17 water-polo

Check out the full list of the athlete currently in INSEP's swimming squad

SPORTS FACILITIES USED

SPORT FACILITY - INDOOR
CHRISTINE CARON AQUATICS CENTRE
12 avenue du Tremblay
75012 Paris
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